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In this second edition of the
NTSCOE Communicator - the
quarterly newsletter of the
National Transportation Security
Center of Excellence - the focus is
on undergraduate and graduate
education for students intending
to pursue careers in fields related
to transportation security. At
both the undergraduate and
master’s levels, NTSCOE
institutions are teaching a new
cadre of students who will be
prepared with the knowledge
and skills to take positions as
transportation professionals and
who will be ready to meet the
challenges of strengthening our
nation’s transportation security
system.

May 2011

Preparing the Transportation
Professionals of Tomorrow
Graduate Certificate to Train Students for Careers
in Transportation Security
Starting in September 2010, Rutgers University offered graduate students
the opportunity to register for a certificate to enhance employment and
career advancement in the transportation field. The certificate,
Transportation Management: Vulnerability, Risk and Security (TM:VRS) is
offered through the Center for Transportation Safety, Security and Risk
(CTSSR), housed at the Bloustein School of Planning and Public Policy. It
is recognized by, developed with and presented by a coalition of faculty
and staff from the School of Engineering, the School of Arts and Sciences
and the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey.
The fifteen-credit program is designed to provide students with a risk
analysis approach to transportation planning, policy and management.
Students in the program develop expertise through a multi-disciplinary
approach that combines the disciplines of engineering, health, sociology,
geography, environmental planning and risk management. The research
and training associated with the certificate prepares students with the
skills to reduce risk exposures and develop interdisciplinary networks in
response to complex problems related to system vulnerabilities.
The certificate has two required courses. The first is an initial course in
Transit Management and Planning that introduces overall issues of
management for all transit sectors and the role of planning in creating
effective long-term transportation operations. The second is a capstone
Interdisciplinary Seminar that challenges the students to draw from all
their certificate courses in the completion of a final project that illustrates
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both their specific interest area
and the breadth of their
knowledge on risk as applied to
transportation. The seminar
exposes students to a range of
disciplines associated with
effective transportation risk
management, and also
introduces them to practicing
professionals. Speakers invited
to the seminar include top
security officials from major rail
and transit agencies, state and
federal government regulators,
and recognized experts in risk
management, modeling,
engineering and public health.
The remaining three electives
can be satisfied from a choice of
eleven courses in related topics.
The Certificate is recognized by
all of these programs as an
accepted concentration for their
respective graduate programs.
The first three students to
complete the program will be
awarded with their Certificates
in May of 2011. Employers in
the surface transportation
industry will recognize the
Master’s Certificate as evidence
of a student who has been wellprepared to step into a career in
transportation security.

New Curriculum
Focusing on
Transportation
Security
DHS is seeking a new group of
professionals to fulfill the
requirements of positions such
as Behavior Detection Officer
(BDO) and Transportation
Security Officer (TSO). These
professionals are trained to
detect individuals exhibiting
physical and physiological
behaviors which may indicate
potential terrorist activity.
To address this requirement,
Tougaloo College recently
established a brand new
curriculum path in Behavioral
Awareness in Surface
Transportation Security
(BASTS).The goal is to increase the

pipeline of minority
professionals into careers in the
fields of transportation security
and behavioral awareness. The
BASTS courses will be offered
by the new Department of
Transportation and National
Security Studies within the
Division of Social Sciences.
Courses will focus on preparing
students with skills related to
detecting terrorists when they are
most vulnerable -- during attack
planning and preparation.
There are 39 hours of core
required courses, 15 hours of
recommended electives and 22
hours of other electives. Five
courses will be offered on-line to
constitute a BASTS certificate for
off-campus students and
professionals. Cooperatives have
been developed between
Tougaloo College and several
DHS Center of Excellence
institutions to ensure that
students have research experience
to supplement classroom
learning. Students will be
exposed to careers in homeland
security through forums featuring
guest professionals and through
off-campus travel to DHS
conferences. In addition, students
can join the Homeland Security
Association and also secure
internships.

Master’s Degree in
Homeland Security
Management – Online!
The Homeland Security
Management Institute (HSMI) at
Long Island University offers a
15-credit graduate-level
Advanced Certificate and a 36credit Master of Science in
Homeland Security Management
degree. Both programs are
delivered entirely in an
asynchronous online format that
allows busy professionals to
participate in classes regardless of
their geographic location, time
zone, or schedules. Distance
learning makes the Homeland
Security Management program
available to a more diverse cross-

section of traditional
students and practitioners
from homeland security
organizations across the nation,
thus enhancing the quality of
education by broadening the
range of perspectives and
experiences represented.
The program of graduate level
professional education is
designed and delivered by
homeland security professionals
for homeland security
professionals. The Homeland
Security Management Institute’s
renowned faculty of Senior
Fellows, who are all highly
experienced practitioners drawn
from law enforcement, the
military, the intelligence
community and other specialized
fields, hold doctoral degrees and
other outstanding academic
credentials. Their combination of
academic credentials and handson experience, along with HSMI’s
highly effective case study
approach to graduate education,
make this program unique in its
ability to merge theory with
practice.
Earning HSMI’s Master of
Science in Homeland Security
Management and/or Advanced
Certificate in Homeland Security
Management provides
experienced professionals with
the outstanding academic
credentials they need to prepare
for a second career or to advance
in their current career. HSMI’s
programs prepare pre-career
students with the knowledge,
skills and practical insights
required of homeland security
managers and executives. Both
the certificate and degree
programs are fully registered
with the New York State
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Education Department and fully
accredited by the Middle States
Commission on Higher
Education.

Graduate and
Certificate Programs
Addressing the Nexus of
Transportation
Security and Emergency
Management
The College of Business at San
José State University, with
support from the Mineta
Transportation Institute, offers a
Master of Science degree and two
graduate Certificate programs.
The Certificate in Transportation
Security (CTS) includes two
required courses – Emergency
Management for Transportation
Professionals and Security Issues
for Transportation Professionals –
along with two core courses from
the MSTM curriculum. The
emergency management course is
taught by MTI Research
Associate Dr. Frances L.
Edwards, a renowned disaster
response expert. Dan Goodrich, a
specialist in planning, training,
and exercises for weapons of
mass destruction, teaches the
security class. The Certificate
includes an option for SEMS
certification.
The Emergency Management
Issues for Transportation
Professionals course emphasizes
the role of emergency
management within
transportation agencies and the
role of transportation and

resources in the larger communitywide response to emergencies and
disasters while the Security Issues
for Transportation Professionals
course enables the student to
critically analyze surface
transportation security plans.
Course reading is taken from a
variety of sources to introduce
concepts ranging from opposing
force and theft to public
confidence. DHS courses Incident
Response to Terrorist Bombing,
and Prevention and Response to
Suicide Bombing Incidents is
presented as part of the
curriculum.

transportation systems play in
emergency response. We are
now producing students with
both technical expertise and an
understanding of homeland
security needs – bright young
people, with the experience and
interest in joining the homeland
security enterprise. These
young people will be the future
leaders of the transportation
industry and government
agencies and need to have an
appreciation for the homeland
security needs that will most
certainly be with us for
generations.

STEM-Focused
Transportation Security
Education Programs

NTSCOE Graduate
Students Interact with
Transportation
Security Professionals

Training of students in Science,
Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics (STEM) disciplines
who also have experience in
Homeland Security (HS)
applications is a high priority for
DHS to ensure a strong future HSSTEM workforce. Engineering
undergraduate and graduate
programs, like those at the
University of Arkansas and the
University of Connecticut, have
traditionally prepared students to
enter the workforce as
transportation professionals.
Engineers graduate with technical
expertise in areas such as
construction materials, structural
analysis, network analysis and
operations research – expertise that
is directly applicable to the
transportation field. Over the last
three years, DHS-funded research
through the NTSCOE has provided
over 100 undergraduate and
graduate students with the
opportunity to research problems
related to transportation security.
Their research is developing
solutions for more resilient
transportation systems and
infrastructure, and providing a
better understanding of the role

Texas Southern University
(TSU), NTSCOE-P Research
Assistants recently attended the
52nd annual Transportation
Research Forum in Long Beach,
CA, March 9-13, 2011. At the
conference NTSCOE-P Research
Assistant and TSU
Transportation graduate,
Latissha Clark, presented a
paper related to her thesis on
“Hazardous Material Incidents
in the Gulf Coast Region: A
Case Study on Houston, TX.”
Graduate student, Shain
Eversley presented a poster on
“Reporting Requirements for
Unauthorized Petrochemical
Releases”. NTSCOE – P
graduate students were wellrepresented at the 90th annual
Transportation Research Board
meeting January 23 -27, 2011 in
Washington, DC. Among the
conference events attended by
NTSCOE-P members was a
session on “Perceived Risks and
Transportation of Hazardous
Materials”.
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Please contact the following individuals for
additional information about the NTSCOE:
MACK BLACKWELL RURAL TRANSPORTATION
STUDY CENTER AT THE UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS
Heather Nachtmann, Ph.D.
hln@uark.edu
Letitia Pohl, Ph.D.
lpohl@uark.edu
CENTER FOR RESILIENT TRANSPORTATION
INFRASTRUCTURE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
Michael Accorsi, Ph.D.
accorsi@engr.uconn.edu
HOMELAND SECURITY MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE
AT LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY
Vincent E. Henry, Ph.D.
Vincent.Henry@liu.edu
CENTER FOR TRANSPORTATION SAFETY, SECURITY AND
RISK AT RUTGERS, THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY
Michael Greenberg, Ph.D.
mrg@rci.rutgers.edu
Henry Mayer, Ph.D.
hmayer@rutgers.edu
MINETA TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE
AT SAN JOSÉ STATE UNIVERSITY
Rod Diridon
rod.diridon@sjsu.edu
Brian Michael Jenkins
brian.jenkins@sjsu.edu

DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND
SECURITY SCIENCE &
TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE
OFFICE OF UNIVERSITY
PROGRAMS
NTSCOE Program Manager
ntscoe@dhs.gov

TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
Carol Abel Lewis, Ph.D.
ntscoep@tsu.edu
TOUGALOO COLLEGE
Eduardo Martinez
emartinez@tougaloo.edu
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